Permanent Outdoor Mounting Tape

- Weather-resistant, industrial-quality mounting tape
- Great for hanging house numbers, outdoor signs and decor
- Conformable – can be used on textured surfaces* such as painted cement or brick that are clean and dry

Steps:
- Make light pencil lines on the wall at key points around object to be mounted.
- Cut lengths needed from roll. Do not remove liner until last step.
- Press tape into position on back of object to be mounted. Press firmly on liner for good adhesive contact.
- Remove liner and press firmly into place on wall.

Note: This is a permanent tape that may cause damage if removed. If you must remove the mounted object, use a piece of dental floss or wire, held tautly between two hands. Pull back and forth, to split the tape, and release the mounted object.

*Not recommended for use on wallpaper or delicate surfaces.

For questions, ideas and special offers go to Scotchbrand.com/Mounting

Use instead of nails or screws.